
hy is it so challenging to
develop systems thinking abil-

ity? It’s because thinking systemically
involves a rather large number of dif-
ferent skills—seven, at least—that all
require practice.

The systems thinking method
comprises four steps.The seven sys-
tems thinking skills come into play
during this method as shown:
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THE “THINKING” IN SYSTEMS THINKING:
HONING YOUR SKILLS
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SYSTEMS THINKING SKILL
Dynamic Thinking: Framing a problem
in terms of a pattern of behavior over
time.

System-as-Cause Thinking: Seeing
internal actors who manage the policies
and “plumbing” of the system as respon-
sible for a behavior.

Forest Thinking: Seeing beyond the
details to the context of relationships in
which they’re embedded.

Operational Thinking: Understanding
how a behavior is actually generated.

Closed-Loop Thinking: Viewing
causality as an ongoing process, not a
one-time event, with effects feeding back
to influence causes, and causes affecting
each other.

Quantitative Thinking: Knowing how
to quantify, though you can’t always 
measure.

Scientific Thinking: Knowing how to
define testable hypotheses.

PRACTICING THE SKILL
Construct behavior over time graphs; think
of events as interesting points in a variable’s
overall trajectory over time.

Instead of blaming, ask “How could those
within the system have been responsible?” or
“What could those within the system have
done to make it more resilient to external
shocks?”

Focus on similarities rather than differences.

Ask “What is the true nature of a process?”
rather than “What are all the factors that
influence the process?”

Take a “laundry list” and try to understand
how the items on it might influence each
other.

Ask what key “soft” variables have been left
out of analyses, and ruminate about the
implications of including them in your model.

“Shock” a computer model by drastically
changing the values of certain variables, to
see how the model holds up.

EXAMPLES OF THE SKILLS IN ACTION
Dynamic Thinking: A marketing manager notices that sales rise
after every promotion but then fall to a lower and lower point
each time. In fact, sales are now at an all-time low.The manager
has some ideas for improving the situation, but she’s prepared for
things to get worse before they get better. She also knows fixing
the problem could take a good amount of time.

System-as-Cause Thinking: A sales manager in an informa-
tion systems company realizes the value of the relationships
between the company’s account executives and the operating
managers in client organizations. He knows his company can
control the quality of those relationships by allocating time to
the task.This variable—along with price and innovativeness of
services—thus constitutes a powerful source of leverage for
shaping the firm’s future.

Forest Thinking: During the height of the Christmas shopping
season, several subway trains in metropolitan Boston break down.
Rather than merely fix the trains and issue a public apology, a
senior official widens his view to the general relationship between
the average age of the subway equipment and the likelihood of
breakdowns. He then puts a process in place for systematically
monitoring the age of equipment and initiating maintenance and
new investments to keep breakdowns to a minimum.

Operational Thinking: A senior VP of a rapidly growing tech-
nology company notices her organization’s HR department has
an unusually high ratio of HR staff to company headcount—
compared with industry benchmarking standards. She wonders
whether something is wrong. However, her simple operational
model reveals that demand for HR services actually depends on
the rate at which the company’s headcount is expanding—and
so her company’s ratio is perfectly appropriate.

Closed-Loop Thinking: An HR manager realizes that downsiz-
ing reduces costs and therefore raises profits in the short run.
However, in the long run, the policy feeds back on itself in an
undesirable way. Downsizing also decreases morale and there-
fore productivity—which raises costs, lowers profits, and inspires
yet another round of staff reductions.

Quantitative Thinking: By quantifying self-esteem, researchers
generate new insights into treatment interventions for alcoholics.

Scientific Thinking: A model builder tests the face validity of
her model by determining whether the model’s structure matches
the reality that the model is intended to represent. She also tests
the robustness of her model by subjecting it to extreme condi-
tions, and observing whether it breaks down in the same way the
real system would break down under similar conditions.
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An expanded version of this “Toolbox” article is avail-
able in a pocket-guide and booklet format; for informa-
tion, go to www.pegasuscom.com.
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